We investigated the broadband frequency (0.05-30 Hz) radiation characteristics of the August 15, 2007, Mw8.0 Pisco, Peru, earthquake by simulating the near-source strong ground motion recordings in Parconca city (PCN) and Lima city (NNA). A source model of this earthquake obtained from long-period teleseismic waveforms and InSar data shows two separate asperities, which is consistent with the observation of two distinct episodes of strong shaking in strong motion recordings. We constructed a source model that reproduces near-source records at low frequency (0.05-0.8 Hz) as well as high frequency (0.8-30 Hz) bands. Our results show that the aforementioned teleseismic source model is appropriate for simulating near-source low frequency ground motion. Our modeling of the PCN record in the broad-frequency band indicates that a very strong high frequency radiation event likely occurred near the hypocenter, which generated a large acceleration peak within the first episode of strong shaking at PCN. Using this “broadband frequency” source model we simulated the strong ground motion at Pisco city and obtained accelerations as large as 700 cm/s² and velocities as high as 90 cm/s, respectively, which may explain the heavy damage occurring in the city.
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1. Introduction

The 2007/08/15 (Mw8.0) Peru (Pisco) earthquake was a thrust event originating at the interface of the Nazca and South-American plates slightly north of where the Nazca ridge is being subducted beneath the Peruvian forearc. The source of the Pisco earthquake was located 160 km southeast of Lima off shore from Pisco city in a region filling the gap between the 1974 Mw8.0 Lima earthquake and the 1996 Mw7.7 Nazca ridge earthquake. The earthquake origin time was 23:40:57 UTC, (−76.51°E, −13.35°N, depth 39 km) [1]. Strong ground motion from this earthquake recorded at Lima city (NNA station) and at a region closer to source area in Parconca city (PCN station) are characterized by two distinct subevents (Fig. 1). A visual comparison of these records suggests an atypical ground motion pattern, namely, that the PCN record has a much larger peak acceleration for the first subevent (∼500 gals cm/s²) than for the second (∼140 cm/s²) that markedly contrasts with the opposite observation of a peak acceleration larger for the second subevent than for the first at NNA (Fig. 1). This feature also holds for velocities observed at PCN and NNA (Figs. 6b and 7b). We investigated the causes of these unusual ground motions by simulating the strong ground motions at these sites. We show that these ground motions are largely influenced by a very complex source process during the Pisco earthquake. Our results suggest that a very strong high frequency radiation episode possibly taking place near the hypocenter may have been responsible for the very large acceleration recorded at PCN (Fig. 1).

2. Source Model of the Pisco Earthquake and Observed Strong Ground Motion

The source model of the Pisco earthquake that we use in this study was obtained from a joint inversion of teleseismic body waves and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar data [1]. The model displays two distinct asperities, the first one located near the hypocenter at a depth of 39 km and the second located 60 km south at a depth
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Fig. 1. Strong motion recordings at PCN and NNA stations from the 2007 Mw8.0 Pisco, Peru, earthquake. The map view of the fault plane and slip distribution of the Pisco earthquake used in this study are shown by the white rectangle and color-coded dots. The shallower edge of the fault is indicated by a thicker white line along the strike. Slips smaller than 2 m are not shown. The black dotted region indicates the location of the high frequency radiation event during the earthquake. The star depicts the epicenter of the earthquake.

of 17 km (Figs. 1 and 2a) with a peak slip of 10 m. The source time function of this earthquake was also characterized by two episodes of moment release corresponding to the aforementioned asperities, the first at 10 s and the second and largest at 60 s [1]. Similar source characteristics have also been obtained by many other slip models of the Pisco earthquake [2–4]. Assuming that these asperities are separated by approximately 65 km, this implies a very low rupture velocity of about 1 km/s (Fig. 2a). These features suggest that the earthquake may have been characterized by a delayed rupture of two isolated events, the second being triggered by stress changes induced by the first event [1].

The ground motion recorded at PCN also suggests an anomalous pattern in terms of the source model as the peak acceleration from the first subevent that likely corresponds to the asperity close to the hypocenter (asperity 1), is about 4 times larger than the peak acceleration from the second subevent, which would correspond to the southern asperity (asperity 2), despite the fact that asperity 2 had a much larger moment release [1–4], and is located closer to PCN than asperity 1 (Fig. 1). The large difference in peak acceleration between these subevents indicates that they were very unlikely due to site amplifications at PCN. This observation suggests that the source model by Sladen et al. (2010) [1], which was basically obtained from long-period waveforms, as well as Insar data, should be improved or complemented in order to explain the strong high frequency radiation suggested by the very large peak acceleration at PCN.

3. Strong Motion Simulation Method and Source Parameters

To simulate strong motion, we followed the hybrid method of Pulido and Kubo (2004) [5]. This procedure combines the deterministic simulation of ground motion at low frequencies (LF) (0.05-0.8 Hz) with semistochastic simulation at high frequencies (HF) (0.8-30 Hz) to obtain broadband frequency (BBF) (0.05-30 Hz) ground motion. We assume a finite source embedded in a flat-layered 1D velocity structure. In Pulido and Kubo (2004) [5], the source model was defined as a patchwork of rectangles typifying asperities (large slip regions) embedded in a finite fault with a smaller constant slip. In this paper, we improved Pulido and Kubo (2004) [5] simulation to handle the general distribution of slip, which is parameterized for a set of uniformly distributed point sources (subfaults). Ground motion at a given site for either LF and HF bands was obtained separately by summing up time-delayed ground motions from all subfaults for a given rupture velocity and hypocenter location, and then total LF and HF ground motion is added in the time domain. LF ground motion is calculated by using the discrete wave number method [6]. HF ground motion of point sources is calculated using a stochastic method that incorporates a frequency-dependent radiation pattern (see equations 13 to 15 in Pulido and Dalguer (2009) [7]). The idea behind those equations is to incorporate a smooth transition between the theoretical radiation pattern at low frequencies to a complete isotropic pattern at high frequencies due to scattering [5, 7]. The methodology has been extensively tested and validated through modeling of earthquakes in various tectonic regions worldwide [5, 7–9].
Based on the Sladen et al. (2010) source model [1], we simulated BBF strong ground motion at PCN and NNA stations. The source model is characterized by a variable distribution of rise time rupture propagation and stress drop and a constant fault mechanism across the fault plane. For simulation, we simplified the original source model consisting of three fault planes with varying dip representing the geometry of the subducting plate [1] to one single segment where most of the slip was released (Fig. 2a). Our fault plane corresponds to the middle segment of the original fault model of Sladen et al. (2010) [1] extended beyond the shallower and deeper edges of that segment with a constant dip of 20°. Our fault model has a strike of 138°, a dip of 20°, and an average rake of 59°. The fault plane was discretized in an array of 16 × 16 point sources uniformly distributed, with a spacing of 10 km. The shallower row of point sources was located at a depth of 8.9 km. We used the same epicentral location as in Sladen et al. (2010) [1] but slightly modified the hypocentral depth to 35.7 km to be consistent with our source geometry. We used the rupture front propagation results obtained by Sladen et al. (2010) [1] to set the rupture sequence of point sources in our source model (contour lines in Fig. 2a). For rise time distribution, we used a modified version of the Sladen et al. (2010) model [1] by applying spatial smoothing around each point source.

4. Estimation of Site Effects

To simulate ground motion in a broad frequency band, it is necessary to take site amplification information into account. Site information was obtained from microtremor measurements near the PCN site as well as in Pisco city using a 3-component velocity sensor with a natural period of 5 s [10]. In this study, we use the horizontal to vertical (HoV) ratio of microtremors at those sites as a proxy for site amplification. Although it is well known that HoV ratios of microtremors do not directly represent site amplification, studies in Japan have shown that HoV ratios can provide first-order approximation to site amplification after appropriate correction depending on the geology of the site [11]. In the case of PCN and Pisco, measured HoV ratios were corrected by a factor of 1.5 appropriate for aluvial sites [11] (Fig. 3). In the case of the NNA station, we assume that it is only negligibly affected by site effects because it is located 60 m back in a rock (granite) tunnel.

5. Simulation Results

5.1. LF Waveforms and LF Source Model

In order to check the ability of the aforementioned source model to simulate the observed strong motion, we calculated LF ground motion at stations PCN and NNA. For this purpose, we used a 1D velocity model of the crust appropriate for the region [12]. In Figs. 4a and 4b, we show observed velocities at these stations in red and simulated velocities in black, respectively. Waveforms were band-pass-filtered between 0.05 Hz and 0.8 Hz and rise times were slightly modified to improve fit. We obtained a good agreement between observed and simulated waveforms. These results indicate that the source model can be appropriate to simulate LF waveforms in the near-source region. We subsequently refer to this model as the LF source model.
5.2. BBF Waveforms and LF Source Model

We then tested the capacity of the LF source model to simulate observed HF ground motion at PCN and NNA stations. The calculation of HF requires the use of additional source parameters such as stress drop distribution (Table 1). Stress drop distribution was calculated directly from slip distribution in Fig. 2a by using the methodology of Ripperger and Mai (2006) [14]. Using this source model we calculated BBF ground motion at PCN and NNA at a rock site, and for PCN, we convolved it with its site amplification (Fig. 3a). Our results show that simulated peak acceleration at PCN (179 cm/s²) largely underestimates observed peak acceleration (484 cm/s²). These results indicate that site amplification at PCN did not likely cause the large observed acceleration at this site. In addition, broadband ground motion simulation does not display larger peak acceleration for the first subevent compared to the second subevent, as observed at PCN. Our results show that the LF source model may be appropriate for simulating BBF ground motion at NNA. In the following section, we explore source parameters that may improve HF radiation at PCN.

5.3. BBF Waveforms and BBF Source Model

To understand the time-frequency characteristics of observed ground motion, we calculated the S-transform (a time-frequency localization spectral method [15]) at PCN (Fig. 5a). In the lower panel in Fig. 5a, we show the S-transform of observed EW component at PCN, which is characterized by a very large localized spectral value near 40 s for a frequency of around 2 Hz. This large spectral energy corresponds to peak acceleration also visible near 40s in the EW record (Fig. 5a, upper panel). To locate the possible origin of this peak acceleration within our source model, we calculated the isochrones of PCN across the fault plane (contour lines in Fig. 2b). Subfaults located along the isochrone line at 40 s would correspond to possible sources of large acceleration. After exploring the effect of various source parameters on HF ground motions, we found that the large acceleration peak at PCN is adequately reproduced when we assign a stress drop value of 50 MPa to a subfault located 13 km south of the hypocenter (dark red square in Fig. 2b, and dashed region in Fig. 1). This value is 3 times larger than the stress drop value obtained from slip distribution at this subfault. We also set the duration of the envelope employed to calculate ground motion at PCN to 3 s at this subfault to enhance HF radiation. For remaining subfaults, we use stress drop values from the slip model (Fig. 2b) and for other source parameters, we use the same values as for the LF source model. We subsequently refer to this model as the BBF source model. The upper panel in Fig. 5b shows that the simulated BBF accelerometer at PCN (EW component) is in very good agreement with the observed record in terms of amplitude and timing of peak acceleration. Time-frequency characteristics of the simulated waveform is also in good agreement with observed ground motion (Fig. 5b, lower panel). Note that observed time-frequency characteristics in the PCN record also show additional HF episodes for times around 40 s where the largest acceleration peak was observed, and for frequencies from 2 to 8 Hz (Fig. 5a, lower panel). This suggests the possibility that multiple HF events occurred around the hypocenter during the earthquake. In this study, we concentrate mainly on the largest acceleration peak.

We simulated EW, NS and UD components of BBF ground motion at PCN and NNA. In Figs. 6a and 6b, we show observed (in red) and simulated (in blue) acceleration and velocity at PCN and in Figs. 7a and 7b, we show those for waveforms at NNA. Note the good agree-

---

**Table 1.** Source parameters for BBF strong motion simulation. Parameters in the lower section of the table fully describe the LF source model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress drop distribution</td>
<td>Based on the slip distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of ground motion envelopes of point sources (Tw)</td>
<td>From equations 16 and 17 in Pulido and Dalguer, 2009, [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>$210f^{0.5}$ (f is frequency in Hz) [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average S-wave velocity</td>
<td>3.76 (km/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>3.1 (T/m³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip distribution</td>
<td>From [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike, dip, rake</td>
<td>From [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(138°, 20°, 59°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rupture propagation</td>
<td>From [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time distribution</td>
<td>From [1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 5.** a) Observed strong motion EW component at PCN (upper panel). S-transform of the EW component at PCN (lower panel). b) Same for simulated EW component at PCN.
ment between observed and simulated waveforms at these stations. We also observed that large simulated peak acceleration within the first subevent at PCN is not visible for the first subevent at NNA, which is in agreement with observation. This feature may be explained by distance-dependent smoothing on ground motion due to scattering that would be stronger for NNA than for PCN and is implemented in our simulation (equations 16 and 17 in Pulido et al. (2009) [7]). There is also good agreement between observed and simulated acceleration and velocity response spectra at PCN (Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively).

5.4. Simulated BBF Waveforms at Pisco City

The city of Pisco, which is located close to the source area, suffered heavy damage during the Pisco earthquake. We simulated BBF waveforms at Pisco central square by incorporating site amplifications from measured microtremors as detailed in Section 4 (Fig. 3b). This site exhibits two large peaks of amplification – the first at 0.1 s and the second at 1.5 s. Our simulated waveforms show peak ground acceleration of 701 cm/s$^2$ and peak velocity of 89 cm/s (Figs. 9a and 9b). These values are more than three times the values obtained for simulation for rock condition at this site and suggest the strong influence of site amplification on strong ground motion (PGA and PGV) in central Pisco. Our simulation also showed two distinct episodes of strong shaking similar to those observed at PCN and NNA. Simulation at Pisco showed that the first episode is characterized by acceleration much larger than the second episode, similar to that for waveforms at PCN, which indicates that the source rupture process of this earthquake may also have made an important contribution to the peak acceleration at Pisco, in addition to site effects. Simulation at Pisco is provided as a first-order approximation to ground motion likely ob-
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

Our results show that a source model of the Pisco earthquake obtained from long period teleseismic waveforms and InSar data [1] is appropriate in simulating near-source strong motion records filtered in the low frequency range. Our results also show that this model alone cannot reproduce near-source high frequency ground motion.

Our analysis indicates that the large acceleration observed during the first episode of intense shaking at PCN requires the existence of strong high frequency radiation events near the hypocenter. We constructed a source model capable of reproducing this large acceleration at PCN, by locally setting a very large stress drop value at a subfault slightly south of the hypocenter. This may correspond to the rupture of a narrow strong barrier in the vicinity of the hypocenter. Additionally, our observations suggest that multiple high frequency events likely occurred around the hypocenter during the earthquake. Increasing the value of stress drop effectively enhances high frequency radiation. High frequency ground motion may, however, also be radiated from sudden changes in rupture velocity [7]. In order to be able to accurately evaluate these changes, it would be necessary to perform a dynamic model of fault rupture [7]. Dynamic models require detailed knowledge of fault friction parameters and stress fields around the fault, however, and these are generally poorly known.

Our results indicate that the source process of the Pisco earthquake is frequency-dependent. Short-period radiation likely emanated from a region near the hypocentre at 30-40 km depth, whereas the large slip area responsible for long-period radiation was located at a shallower depth, e.g., ~15 km. The frequency dependence of the source process along the dip has been recently observed in large megathrust earthquakes such as the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman, 2011 Tohoku-oki and 2010 Maule earthquakes, as summarized by Lay et al. (2012) [16].
recent study by Sufri et al. (2012) [17] also shows along-the-dip seismic radiation segmentation during the Pisco earthquake. Their study, based on the back-projection of observed teleseismic array data (up to 2 Hz) indicates high frequency energy radiation slightly east of the USGS hypocenter, which is in overall agreement with our findings. Our results indicate, furthermore, that high frequency radiation near the hypocenter was mainly observed from 2 to 10 Hz with a maximum value at 2.5 Hz.

Our results suggest that Pisco city likely experienced very large acceleration and velocity during the earthquake reaching values of about 700 cm/s² and 90 cm/s, respectively. Our simulation also indicated that the strong high frequency radiation event near the hypocenter as well as large site amplification around 1.5 s measured at the city contributed much to generating such large values of acceleration and velocity, respectively.
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